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The Cry and The Dedication was one of the last works of Bulosan's and was published decades after his death. In it,
Bulosan vicariously returns to the Philippines to participate in armed revolution (Bulosan never did make it back to the
Philippines).

Mission Statement Equipping believers for divine deployment. Your expression of love and support means
more than we can express. This week will include anointed preaching and worship, fun, and something for the
entire family. GOD has done all that you see, and our hearts have been made glad. Now, rejoice, worship,
laugh, cry, and bless the name of our LORD with us. We are so grateful that you have come to share with us,
and we will be eternally thankful. Pregnant and parenting women can receive free one-on-one assistance with
getting health and social support services through our Black Infant Health and Babies First Programs. For
more information call the Moms and Kids Hotline: Get early prenatal care. Continued good work and spiritual
guidance for all in our community. God has done great, great things for you because of your obedience, hard
work, sacrifice and steadfast faith. We look forward to worshipping with you for many years to come. Senior
Pastor To Dr. Bishop Dixon is a man of character and integrity. He and his lovely wife Barbara have been
married for over 32 years, and are proud parents and grandparents. He also serves as speaker for Enduring
Truth, a popular daily radio program heard on over radio stations throughout the country. Paul is a board
member of NRB National Religious Broadcasters Association and has served as a speaker for major Christian
conferences across the country including those sponsored by Promise Keepers, Family Life, Hawaiian Island
Ministries, and many other organizations. This book deals with improving relationships and walking in unity
despite denominational, cultural, and personality differences among members of the body of Christ. Paul was
married to his wife, Meredith, in May They have two adult children, Alicia and Aaron. Elder Stephens
provides serves as Chaplain to the campuses of: Elder Stephens is married to the love of his life, Lady Latonya
Stephens. Through the preached Word and his authentic teaching style Elder Stephens travels across the
country challenging Young Adults, Collegiates, and Singles to develop strong wholesome Godly relationships
supported by biblical truths. Elder Ben Stephens is committed to not only preach the Gospel for Jesus, but die
for it as well! He was raised in Compton with his three sisters Dannette, Joy, and Patrice. Although it would
be some years later before he began doing Gospel comedy as a 14 Westside Church of God, Fresno, CA
profession, that record had a profound impact on his mind. On October 23, Broderick performed his first
comedy show, and now, sixteen years, three albums, hundreds of frequent flier miles, and countless radio
interviews later, Broderick still counts his father as his inspiration. In addition to being a Gospel comedian,
Broderick is also an author, singer, songwriter, entrepreneur, motivational speaker, and ordained minister.
Bishop Timothy Clarke Morning Worship 9: He was called to the ministry in and began his first pastorate in
November of , at the York Avenue Church of God, Warren, Ohio, where he served the congregation for four
years. In the Lord led Bishop Clarke to create the Berean Fellowship of Churches which at the present time
includes 30 churches of various denominations. Bishop Clarke also serves the Church-at-large as an
Evangelist and Teacher. Angeles, CA and was consecrated to the office of Bishop in May this new facility
provide many opportunities to reach our community for Christ. We are happy to partner with you in ministry
to our city. Please call our office for more information or for prayer. We invite you to worship with us any
Sunday at 9: We look forward to seeing you again, and God bless you! It is our mission to teach every Saint to
fight the good fight of faith. We encourage commitment, faithfulness, dedication and support to the work of
the church. We stay in contact with visitors through telephone calls, follow-up, and mailings to ensure no one
is overlooked. The Greeting Ministry is instrumental in getting new members integrated into the church body
and activities. Stop by the welcome table regularly for upcoming events, church news, and more. Marriage
Advance Margaret Graves Through conferences and other events, this ministry was established in order to
bring clarity and honesty to marriages and provide unique opportunities to be transparent and candid regarding
various subjects related to marriage. This ministry is designed to assist married couples in strengthening their
relationships and to offer singles a glimpse of marriage.
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Show the influence of earthly rulers, who not only affect surrounding nations by their policy, but degrade or
exalt the moral life of their people by their personal character, and by the tone of their court. Our reasons for
thankfulness in the present reign. Contrast the influence of Victoria with that of Charles II. Apply the same
principle to other kings of men, i. How heavy the responsibility of those who use their kingliness to lead men
from God into the dreariness of scepticism; how glorious the powers they may employ to exalt the Lord our
God. Solomon is a proof that wisdom is better than knowledge. On this occasion he prayed as the
representative and leader of others. A prayer so prominent in Scripture, so remarkable in circumstances, so
acceptable to God, deserves consideration, that we may see its elements. It presents the following
characteristics: Home blessings so wholly unmerited, so richly beneficial. Egypt a type of sorrow, slavery to
evil habit, etc. The honor of this. The freedom from harassing anxieties experienced by many is from God.
The rest of heart, which may be ours amidst the distresses of life, is from Him. See also 2 Corinthians 4: For
all such blessings we should give God thanks. Show how the patriarchs ever reminded God of His promises.
Illustrate also from the pleadings of Moses and the prophets. The utility of prayer cannot be demonstrated by
reason, but by revelation. In the spiritual realm we know Divine laws by Divine declaration, the truth of which
is confirmed by the experience of those who fulfilling the required conditions, test them. But appended to it is
the requirement of faith. The prayer is remarkable on the part of a Jewish king. Give evidences of the
narrowness and selfishness of the nation. We might expect this feeling in all its intensity on such an occasion
as the consecration of this temple. The tendency of prayer is to enlarge the heart. Christians pray together who
never work together. As we pray, our yearnings go further afield, and we think kindly of the erring, pitifully of
the lost, forgivingly of the wrong doers. So with all true prayer. It ends in praise. See how David, in the
Psalms, prayed himself out of sadness into joy; out of confession into thankfulness and praise. The yearning of
each Christian should be that of the Lord Jesus, "Father, glorify thy name.
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for the Humanities and Visiting Professor of English, Wesleyan University, and Director of the Philippines Cultural
Studies Center.

The farmer explains that the boy has been failing in his duties; the boy complains that his master has not been
paying him. Don Quixote, calling the farmer a knight, tells him to pay the boy. The boy tells Don Quixote that
the farmer is not a knight, but Don Quixote ignores him. The farmer swears by his knighthood that he will pay
the boy. As Don Quixote rides away, satisfied, the farmer flogs the boy even more severely. Don Quixote then
meets a group of merchants and orders them to proclaim the beauty of Dulcinea. The merchants inadvertently
insult her, and Don Quixote attacks them. But Rocinante stumbles in mid-charge, and Don Quixote falls
pitifully to the ground. The group departs, leaving Don Quixote face down near the road. Claiming to be
recounting a history he has uncovered, Cervantes himself becomes a character in the tale. He is a kind of
scholar, leading us through the story and occasionally interrupting to clarify points. In this manner, Cervantes
undermines his assertion that Don Quixote is historical. In this way, the content of the novel mirrors its form:
On its surface, Don Quixote is a parody of chivalric tales. Cervantes mocks his hero constantly: But to Don
Quixote, the adventure is not a complete disasterâ€”the prostitutes receive honors, and he becomes a knight.
His unwavering belief in his quest fills the tale with a romantic sense of adventure akin to that in other tales of
chivalry. Thus, as much as Cervantes scorns the genre of romantic literature, he embraces it to some degree.
Furthermore, though he claims in the prologue not to need sonnets, ballads, great authors, or Latin, he peppers
the text with all of these conventions. In this way, the novel both parodies and emulates tales of chivalry.
Unlike us, these characters do not see that Don Quixote is motivated by good intentions, and to them he
appears bizarre and dangerous. On the other hand, his clumsiness makes his entire project seem utterly foolish.
From our perspective, he is not just absurd but tragic.
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Get this from a library! The cry and the dedication. [Carlos Bulosan; E San Juan] -- The story of the Huks,
revolutionaries who fought the U.S. occupation of the Philippines during the s and 50s.

Hanukkah The Feast of Dedication , today Hanukkah, once also called "Feast of the Maccabees," was a Jewish
festival observed for eight days from the 25th of Kislev usually in December, but occasionally late November,
due to the lunisolar calendar. It was instituted in the year B. The significant happenings of the festival were the
illumination of houses and synagogues , a custom probably taken over from the Feast of Tabernacles , and the
recitation of Psalm Wellhausen suggests that the feast was originally connected with the winter solstice , and
only afterwards with the events narrated in Maccabees. In the Church of England , a consecrated church may
only be closed for worship after a legal process a "pastoral scheme". Early customs[ edit ] The custom of
solemnly dedicating or consecrating buildings as churches or chapels set apart for Christian worship must be
almost as old as Christianity itself. When we come to the earlier part of the 4th century allusions to and
descriptions of the consecration of churches become plentiful. All these point to the probability of the
Christians deriving their custom from a Jewish origin. The consecrations of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
at Jerusalem in , which had been built by Constantine I , and of other churches after his time, are described
both by Eusebius and by other ecclesiastical historians. From them we gather that every consecration was
accompanied by a celebration of the Holy Eucharist and a sermon , and special prayers of a dedicatory
character, but there is no trace of the elaborate ritual of the medieval pontificals dating from the 8th century
onwards. The use of both holy water and of unction is attributed to St. Columbanus , who died in The earliest
known pontifical is that of Egbert, Archbishop of York â€” , which, however, only survives in a 10th-century
manuscript copy. Later pontificals are numerous and somewhat varied. A good idea of the general character of
the service can be obtained from a skeleton of it as performed in England after the Reformation according to
the use of Sarum. The service is taken from an early 15th-century pontifical in the Cambridge University
Library as printed by W. Makell in Monumenta ritualia ecclesiae Anglicanae. On the day of consecration the
bishop is to vest in a tent outside the church, then proceed to the door of the church on the outside, a single
deacon being inside the church. There he blesses holy water, twelve lighted candles being placed outside, and
twelve inside the church. He then sprinkles the walls all round outside and knocks at the door. He then
sprinkles the walls all round outside a second time, then a third time, knocking at the door each time. He may
then enter, all laity being excluded. The bishop then fixes a cross in the centre of the church, after which the
litany is said, including a special clause for the consecration of the church and altar. Next the bishop inscribes
the alphabet in Greek letters on one of the limbs of St Andrews cross from the left east corner to the right west
corner on the pavement cindered for the purpose, and the alphabet in Latin on the other limb from the right
east corner to the left west corner. He then genuflects before the altar or cross, blesses water, mingled with
salt, ashes and wine, and sprinkles it on all the walls of the church inside three times, beginning at the altar. He
next sprinkles the centre of the church lengthwise and crosswise on the pavement and goes round the outside
of the church sprinkling it three times. Next, reentering the church and taking up a central position, he
sprinkles holy water to the four points of the compass, and up towards the roof. Next he anoints the twelve
internal and twelve external wall-crosses with chrism before walking around the church three times inside and
out and censing it. First, holy water is blessed and mixed with chrism. With the mixture the bishop makes a
cross in the middle of the altar, then on the right and on the left, then on the four horns of the altar. The altar is
then sprinkled seven times or three times with water not mixed with chrism and the altar table is washed,
censed and wiped with a linen cloth. The centre of the altar is next anointed with the oil of the catechumens in
the form of a cross. After the altar stone has been anointed with chrism, the whole altar is rubbed over with oil
of the catechumens and with chrism. Incense is next blessed, and the altar censed, five grains of incense being
placed crosswise in the centre and at the four corners On the grains, five slender candle crosses are placed and
lit. Afterwards the altar is scraped and cleansed. The altar cloths and ornaments are sprinkled with holy water
and placed on the altar, which is then to be censed. All this is subsidiary to the celebration of mass, with which
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the whole service is concluded. The transcription and description of the various collects, psalms, anthems and
benedictions which make up the order of dedication have been omitted. There is, however, one very important
and significant piece of ritual, not found in the English church order, but always found in the Roman service,
and not infrequently found in the earlier and later English uses, in connection with the presence and use of
relics at the consecration of an altar. According to the Roman ritual, after the priest has sprinkled the walls of
the church inside three times all round and then sprinkled the pavement from the altar to the porch, and
sideways from wall to wall, and then to the four quarters of the compass, he prepares some cement at the altar.
He then goes to the place where the relics are kept, and starts a solemn procession with the relics round the
outside of the church. Then the bishop, anointing the door with chrism, enters the church with the relics and
deposits them in the cavity or confession in the altar. Having been enclosed they are censed and covered in,
and the cover is anointed. Then follows the censing and wiping of the altar as in the Sarum order. There was
also a custom, now obsolete, of enclosing a portion of the consecrated Eucharist if relics were not obtainable.
This was ordered by cap. But though ancient the custom of enclosing relics was not universal, and where
found in English church orders, as it frequently is found from the pontifical of Egbert onwards, it is called the
Mos Romanus as distinguished from the Mos Anglicanus Archaeologia, liv. It is absent from the description
of the early Irish form of consecration preserved in the Leabhar Breac , translated and annotated by Rev. Its
origin and meaning are unknown. One explanation was suggested by Rossi and adopted by the bishop of
Salisbury. The three languages may then have been suggested by the Latin, Greek and Hebrew, in which his
title was written on the cross. At the beginning of construction, the bishop or his deputy blesses a cornerstone
for the church. Relics may be placed inside the cornerstone, and it will be topped with a plate giving the name
of the patron saint of the new church, the names of the saints whose relics were deposited in the cornerstone if
any , the name of the ruling bishop, and the date. After all construction on the building is finished,
preparations are made for the solemn consecration of the church. The relics which will be placed in the Holy
Table altar and the antimension are to be prepared and guarded on the previous day in some neighboring
church if there is no neighboring church, the relics are placed on a small table in front of the icon of Christ on
the iconostasion. The night before the consecration, an All-Night Vigil is celebrated; however, no one will
enter the altar sanctuary of the new church yet, and the Holy Doors remain closed. On the morning of the
consecration, everything needed for the consecration, the sacred vessels, and all of the appertenances of the
sanctuary altar cloths , candlesticks, etc. The bishop or his representative and clergy vest and proceed to the
church. The clergy carry the table into the sanctuary and literally construct the Holy Table: A prayer of
dedication is said, followed by an ektenia litany. Warm water is poured thrice upon the Holy Table, and it is
wiped down by the priests, and then washed with a mixture of rose water and red wine signifying baptism. It is
then anointed with chrism in the form of a cross signifying chrismation. The altar, the Gospel Book , and the
altar cloths are then censed , every pillar is crossed anointed in the sign of the cross with chrism, while various
hymns and psalms are chanted. The sanctuary lamp is then filled with oil and lit, and placed on or above the
altar, while clergy bring in other lamps and other ornaments of the church. Then, the bishop and clergy go to
the neighboring church where the relics have been kept and guarded. A procession is formed and advances
thence with the relics, which are borne by a priest in a diskos paten on his head; the church having been
entered, the relics are placed by him with much ceremonial in the confession the recess prepared in or under
the altar for their reception which is then anointed and sealed up. After this the Divine Liturgy is celebrated
both on the day of dedication and on seven days afterwards. It should be brought up to date to reflect
subsequent history or scholarship including the references, if any. April There is no authorized form for the
dedication of a church in the reformed Church of England. A form was drawn up and approved by both houses
of the convocation of Canterbury under Archbishop Tenison in , and an almost identical form was submitted
to convocation in , but its consideration was not completed by the Lower House, and neither form ever
received royal sanction. There is a general similarity, with a certain amount of difference in detail, in these
various forms. In the Diocese of London the bishop, attended by clergy and churchwardens , receives at the
west door, outside, a petition for consecration; the procession then moves round the whole church outside,
while certain psalms are chanted. On again reaching the west door the bishop knocks thrice with his crozier ,
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and the door being opened the procession advances to the east end of the church, where prayers are said and
the first Eucharist celebrated. A service of dedication is used in the Church of England to bless a couple after a
civil marriage.
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SUMMARY. Dramatizes the resourcefulness, cunning, and pain of the Filipino peasants' struggle against a heritage of
colonization, first by Spain and later by the United States.

Pope Dines With the Poor -- Photo: The Psalmist is not extraneous to suffering; quite the contrary. He has
direct experience of poverty and yet transforms it into a song of praise and thanksgiving to the Lord. This
Psalm is an opportunity for us today, immersed as we are in the many different forms of poverty, to
understand who are the true poor on whom we are called to look upon in order to hear their cry and recognise
their needs. We are told, first of all, that the Lord listens to the poor who cry to Him and is good to those who
seek refuge in him, their hearts broken by sadness, loneliness and exclusion. The Lord listens to those who are
downtrodden in their dignity and yet have the strength to look up in order to receive light and comfort. He
listens to those who are persecuted in the name of a false justice, oppressed by policies unworthy of the name
and intimidated by violence. And yet they know that they have their Saviour in God. What emerges from this
prayer is above all the sense of abandonment to, and trust in, a Father who listens and is welcoming. Such is
this unique experience, in many ways undeserved and impossible to express in full, that we nevertheless feel
the desire to communicate it others, first of all to those who, like the Psalmist, are poor, rejected and
marginalized. Psalm 34 uses three verbs to characterize the attitude of the poor man and his relationship with
God. The condition of poverty cannot be expressed in a word, but becomes a cry which crosses the heavens
and reaches God. What does the cry of the poor express if not their suffering and solitude, their delusion and
hope? We can ask ourselves how it is that this cry, which rises to the presence of God, is unable to penetrate
our ears and leaves us indifferent and impassive? What we need in order to recognise their voice is silence in
which to listen. If we speak too much ourselves, we will be unable to hear them. Often I am afraid that many
initiatives, by themselves meritorious and necessary, are intended more to please those who undertake them
than to really acknowledge the cry of the poor. If this is the case, when the cry of the poor rings out our
reaction is incoherent and we are unable to empathize with their condition. We are so entrapped in a culture
which obliges us to look in the mirror and to pamper ourselves that we believe that a gesture of altruism is
sufficient without compromising ourselves directly. The Lord, the Psalmist tells us, not only listens to the cry
of the poor, but He answers it. His answer, as attested by the whole history of salvation, is an all-loving
sharing in the condition of the poor. It was so when Abram expressed to God his desire for an offspring,
notwithstanding that he and his wife Sarah were old in years and had no children cfr. And this answer is
confirmed throughout the wandering of Israel in the desert, when it was bitten by hunger and thirst cfr. The
World Day of the Poor wishes to be a small answer which the whole Church, spread throughout the world,
gives to the poor of every type and in every land lest they think that their cry has gone unheard. Probably, it is
like a drop of water in the desert of poverty; and yet it can be a sign of sharing for those who are in need, that
they might experience the active presence of a brother or a sister. It is not delegated power of which the poor
have need, but the personal involvement of as many hear their cry. The poor of the Bible live with the
certainty that God intervenes in their favour to restore their dignity. Poverty is not brought on by itself, but is
caused by selfishness, pride, greed and injustice. These are evils as old as man himself, but also sins in which
the innocents are caught up, leading to consequences on the social level which are dramatic. Many of the
Psalms narrate and celebrate this history of salvation which is mirrored in the personal life of the poor: It is
beginning with this concrete and tangible proximity that a genuine path of liberation emerges. I find it moving
to know that many of the poor have identified themselves with Bartimaeus from St. The Son of God heard his
cry: This Gospel narrative makes visible what in the Psalm is announced as a promise. Bartimaeus is a poor
man who finds himself deprived of fundamental capacities like his sight and being able to work for his living.
How many paths today also lead to forms of precariousness! The lack of basic means of subsistence,
marginalization stemming from a reduced capacity to work owing to ill-heath, the various forms of social
slavery, notwithstanding the progress made by humankind â€¦ How many poor people today are like
Bartimaeus, sitting by the roadside and searching for the meaning of their existence! How many of them ask
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themselves why they have fallen so far and how they can escape! They are waiting from someone to come up
and say: Unfortunately, often the opposite happens and the poor are reached by voices rebuking them and
telling them to shut up and to put up. These voices are out of tune, often determined by a phobia of the poor,
considered not only as destitute, but also as bearers of insecurity and instability, detached from the habits of
daily life and, consequently, to be rejected and kept afar. The tendency is to create a distance between them
and us, without realizing that by so doing we distance ourselves from the Lord Jesus who does not reject the
poor, but calls them to Him and consoles them. The words of the Prophet concerning the style of life proper to
believers is most apt in this case: Deeds such as these allow sin to be forgiven cfr. The poor are the first to
whom it is given to recognise the presence of God and to testify to His proximity in their lives. God remains
faithful to his promise, and even in the darkness of the night does not withhold the warmth of his love and
consolation. However, in order to overcome the overwhelming condition of poverty, it is necessary that the
poor perceive the presence of brothers and sisters who show concern for them and who, by opening the door
of their hearts and lives, make them feel like friends and family. We know that in the Temple of Jerusalem,
after the sacrificial rite, a banquet took place. Many people found the warmth of a home, the joy of a
celebration meal and the solidarity of those who wished to share the table in a simple and brotherly way.
Praying together as a community and sharing a Sunday meal is an experience which takes us back to the
earliest Christian community, described by St. Luke the Evangelist with all his originality and simplicity:
Numerous initiatives are undertaken every day by the Christian community in order to give a sign of
neighbourliness and relief in the face of the many forms of poverty which are before our eyes. Often it is the
case that cooperation with other enterprises, moved not not by faith but by human solidarity, enable us to give
assistance which by ourselves would have been impossible. Recognising that the in the immense world of
poverty our capacity for action is limited, weak and insufficient leads us to reach out to others so that
reciprocal cooperation can reach its objective in a more effective way. We are inspired by faith and by the
imperative of charity, but we also know how to recognise other forms of assistance and solidarity which are
characterized, in part, by our same objectives, albeit that we do not neglect our proper role which is to lead
everyone to God and to holiness. Dialogue among the different forms of experience and humility in giving
freely of our collaboration, without seeking the limelight, is an adequate and fully evangelical response which
we can all give. In the service of the poor, the last thing we need is a battle for first place. When we find a way
to draw near to the poor, we know that the first place belongs to Him who has opened our eyes and our heart
to conversion. The poor have no need of protagonists, but of a love which knows how to hide and forget the
good which it has done. The true protagonists are the Lord and the poor. Paul recalls this when writing to the
Christians of Corinth, who used to compete amongst themselves for charisms by seeking the most prestigious:
The Apostle makes an important point when he observes that it is the parts of the body which appear to be
weaker which are more necessary cfr. Thus, while Paul imparts to the community a fundamental teaching on
charisms, he also educates it concerning its attitude towards its weaker and more needy members in the light
of the Gospel. Far from the disciples of Christ nourishing sentiments of contempt or pietism towards the poor,
they are called to honour them, giving them precedence, out of the conviction that they are a real presence of
Jesus in our midst. Here we can see how distant our way of living is from that of the world which praises,
follows and imitates those who have power and riches, while at the same time marginalizing the poor and
considering them a waste and an object of shame. The words of the Apostle Paul are an invitation to give
evangelical fullness to solidarity with the weaker and less gifted members of the body of Christ: Similarly, in
the Letter to the Romans, he exhorts us: A word of hope is the natural epilogue to which faith gives rise. Often
it is the poor who undermine our indifference which is the daughter of a vision of life which is too imminent
and bound up with the present. The cry of the poor is also a cry of hope which manifests the certainty of being
liberated. This hope is founded upon the love of God who does not abandon those who trust in Him cfr. It is a
vast domain. It is in the measure in which we are able to discern authentic good that we become rich before
God and wise in the face of ourselves and others. It is really so: I invite my brother bishops, priests and, in
particular, deacons, on whom hands have been laid for the service of the poor Acts 6: The poor evangelize us,
helping us to discover every day the beauty of the Gospel. Let us not waste this opportunity for grace. Let all
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of us feel on this day that we are debtors towards the poor because, stretching out our hands reciprocally one
to another, a salvific encounter be created which strengthens our faith, renders our charity active and enables
our hope to continue secure on the journey towards the Lord who is returning.
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From heaven he came and sought her to be his holy bride; with his own blood he bought her, and for her life
he died. Though with a scornful wonder we see her sore oppressed, by schisms rent asunder, yet saints their
watch are keeping; their cry goes up, "How long? Samuel John Stone; Melody: Open wide the doors and
gates. Lift high the ancient portals. When Psalm 24 is the invitatory psalm, Psalm 95 is used as the first psalm
of the Office of Readings. It is he who set it on the seas; on the waters he made it firm. Who shall climb the
mountain of the Lord? Who shall stand in his holy place? The man with clean hands and pure heart, who
desires not worthless things, who has not sworn so as to deceive his neighbor. He shall receive blessings from
the Lord and reward from the God who saves him. Such are the men who seek him, seek the face of the God
of Jacob. O gates, lift high your heads; grow higher, ancient doors. Let him enter, the king of glory! Who is
the king of glory? The Lord, the mighty, the valiant, the Lord, the valiant in war. Who is he, the king of glory?
He, the Lord of armies, he is the king of glory. Antiphon 1 Open wide the doors and gates. Antiphon 2 How
lovely is your dwelling place, O Lord of power and might. Psalm 84 How lovely is your dwelling place, Lord,
God of hosts. My soul is longing and yearning, is yearning for the courts of the Lord. My heart and my soul
ring out their joy to God, the living God. The sparrow herself finds a home and the swallow a nest for her
brood; she lays her young by your altars, Lord of hosts, my king and my God. They are happy, who dwell in
your house, for ever singing your praise. They are happy, whose strength is in you, in whose hearts are the
roads to Zion. As they go through the Bitter Valley they make it a place of springs the autumn rain covers it
with blessings. They walk with ever growing strength, they will see the God of gods in Zion. Turn your eyes,
O God, our shield, look on the face of your anointed. One day within your courts is better than a thousand
elsewhere. The threshold of the house of God I prefer to the dwellings of the wicked. For the Lord God is a
rampart, a shield; he will give us his favor and glory. The Lord will not refuse any good to those who walk
without blame. Lord, God of hosts, happy the man who trusts in you! Antiphon 3 Glorious things are said of
you, O city of God. Psalm 87 On the holy mountain is his city cherished by the Lord. Of you are told glorious
things, O city of God! Babylon and Egypt I will count among those who know me; Philistia, Tyre, Ethiopia,
these will be her children and Zion shall be called Mother for all shall be her children. In his register of
peoples he writes: These are her children, and while they dance they will sing: In you all find their home. I
will worship at your holy temple. Come to him, a living stone, rejected by human beings but chosen and
precious in the sight of God, and, like living stones, let yourselves be built into a spiritual house to be a holy
priesthood to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ. For it says in scripture: But you
are "a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people of his own, so that you may announce the
praises" of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light. Beloved, I urge you as aliens and
sojourners to keep away from worldly desires that wage war against the soul. Maintain good conduct among
the Gentiles, so that if they speak of you as evildoers, they may observe your good works and glorify God on
the day of visitation. For it is the will of God that by doing good you may silence the ignorance of foolish
people. Be free, yet without using freedom as a pretext for evil, but as slaves of God. Give honor to all, love
the community, fear God, honor the king. The gates of Jerusalem will be built of sapphire and emerald, and
the wall around the city will be made of precious stones. The walls of Jerusalem will be precious stones. SC
71, As living stones we are built into the house and the altar of God All of us who believe in Christ Jesus are
said to be living stones, according to the words of Scripture: But you are living stones, built as a spiritual
house in a holy priesthood, that you may offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.
When we look at an earthly building, we can see that the larger and stronger stones are the first to be set in
place as the foundation, so that the weight of the whole structure may rest on them securely. In the same way
understand that some of the living stones become the foundation of the spiritual building. What are these
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living stones placed in the foundation? They are the apostles and prophets. That is what Paul says when he
teaches: We have been built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, with our Lord Jesus Christ
himself as the cornerstone. You, my hearers, must learn that Christ himself is also the foundation of the
building we are now describing, so that you may prepare yourselves more eagerly for the construction of this
building and become stones that lie closer to the foundation. As the apostle Paul says: No foundation can be
laid other than the one that has been laid already: I mean Christ Jesus. Blessed are those, therefore, who build
a religious and holy structure upon such a noble foundation. In this building of the Church, there must also be
an altar. I think that if those of you, disposed and eager for prayer, offer petitions and prayers of supplication
to God day and night, you will become the living stones for the altar which Jesus is building. Consider what
praise is ascribed to these stones which make up the altar. All of us who believe in Christ Jesus are said to be
living stones, according to the words of Scripture: The lawgiver Moses said that the altar was to be made of
stones, uncovered by iron. What are those stones? Perhaps those uncut and undefiled stones are the holy
apostles, all making a single altar, because of their unity of mind and heart. For it was known that with one
accord they all opened their lips to pray: You, Lord, know the hearts of all. Therefore, these who were able to
pray with one mind, one voice and one spirit, are perhaps worthy to form together one altar, where Jesus may
offer his sacrifice to the Father. Let us strive to agree among ourselves and to have one mind and voice. May
we never quarrel or act from vainglory. But may we remain united in belief and purpose. Then even we may
hope to become stones fit for the altar. Glory to you, Lord. They come, see, they come, laughing for joy, laden
with sheaves. From a sermon by Saint Augustine, bishop Sermon ,1,6: This is our house of prayer, but we too
are a house of God. If we are a house of God, its construction goes on in time so that it may be dedicated at the
end of time. The house, in its construction, involves hard work, while its dedication is an occasion for
rejoicing. What was done when this church was being built is similar to what is done when believers are built
up into Christ. When they first come to believe they are like timber and stone taken from woods and
mountains. In their instruction, baptism and formation they are , so to speak, shaped, leveled and smoothed by
the hands of carpenters and craftsmen. But Christians do not make a house of God until they are one in
charity. The timber and stone must fit together in an orderly plan, must be joined in perfect harmony, must
give each other the support as it were of love, or no one would enter the building. When you see the stones and
beams of a building holding together securely, you enter the building with an easy mind; you are not afraid of
its falling down in ruins. Christ the Lord wants to come in to us and dwell in us. Like a good builder he says:
A new commandment I give you: I give you a commandment. Before, you were not engaged in building a
house for me, but you lay in ruins. Therefore, to be raised up from your former state of ruin you must love one
another. Dear brethren, remember that this house is still in process of being built in the whole world: Sing a
new song to the Lord; sing to the Lord, all the earth.
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